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What is Globus?
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A not-for-profit service for research data management

Get unified access to 
research data, across all 
systems, using any identity

Transfer, share and publish 
files easily and reliably

Integrate Globus with your 
own applications to develop 
custom workflows or 
gateways/portals
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The University of Chicago



5Argonne National Laboratory



6Argonne National Laboratory
1018 ops/second

Argonne Leadership 
Computing Facility



Research Computing HPC

Desktop Workstations

Mass Storage Instruments

Personal Resources

Public/Private Cloud

National Resources

Unified access across storage systems



Public / private cloud stores

External
campus
storage

Project 
repositories,

replication stores

Public repositories

Sharing with collaborators, communities



Analysis 
store

Next-Gen Sequencer

MRI

Advanced Light Source

Personal system

Remote visualization

Light Sheet Microscope

High-durability, 
low-cost store

Managing data from instruments

Cryo-EM



Needed: A unifying, simplifying data fabric 

Alexa! Move 
my experiment 
data to my lab 

server 

Alexa! 
Share data 
with Jane

Alexa! 
Move my 
data to S3 
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We started this work back in 1995 (!)

Higgs discovery “only possible because 
of the extraordinary achievements of … grid 

computing”—Rolf Heuer, CERN DG

10s of petabytes 
100s of institutions, 1000s of scientists 

100Ks of CPUs, billions of tasks



In 2010, we reinvented Globus as a cloud service

Researcher initiates 
transfer request; or 
requested automatically 
by script, science 
gateway
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Instrument
Compute Facility

Globus transfers files 
reliably, securely
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Globus controls 
access to shared 

files on existing 
storage; no need 

to move files to 
cloud storage!
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Researcher 
selects files to 
share, selects 
user or group, 

and sets access 
permissions 
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Collaborator logs in to 
Globus and accesses 
shared files; no local 

account required; 
download via Globus
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Automating research 
workflows and 
ensuring those that 
need access to the 
data have it.
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Personal Computer

Transfer

Share

• Use a Web browser or 
platform services

• Access any storage 
• Use an existing identity

Build

The Globus 
Command Line 

Interface, API sets, 
and Python SDK 

provide a platform… 
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… for building 
science gateways, 

portals and 
publication services.
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Conceptual architecture: Hybrid SaaS

DATA
Channel

CONTROL
Channel

Source
Endpoint

Destination
Endpoint

Subscriber owned 
and administered 
storage system

Globus      
“connector” 
software

No data relay or 
staging via Globus 
cloud service

Subscriber
Control
Domain

Globus
Control
Domain

Single, globally accessible 
multi-tenant service



There are 
more than 

20,000 active 
endpoints



…makes storage 
systems accessible 
via Globus



Globus Connect Personal

• Rapid installation/removal by non-privileged account
• Zero configuration; auto updating
• Handles NATs



Globus Connect Server
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• Makes your storage accessible via Globus
• Multi-user server, installed and managed by sysadmin

docs.globus.org/globus-connect-server-installation-guide/

Local system users

Local Storage System
(HPC cluster, NAS, …)

Globus Connect Server

MyProxy
CA

GridFTP 
Server

OAuth
Server

DTN

• Default access for  
all local accounts

• Native packaging 
Linux: DEB, RPM



Data Transfer Nodes and the Science DMZ

10GE10GE

10GE

10GE

Border Router

WAN

Science DMZ
Switch/Router

Firewall

Enterprise

perfSONAR

perfSONAR

10GE

10GE

10GE
10GE

DTN

DTN

API DTNs
(data access governed 

by portal)

DTN

DTN

perfSONAR

        Filesystem
        (data store)

10GE

Portal 
Server

Browsing path
Query path

Portal server applications:
· web server
· search
· database
· authentication

Data Path

Data Transfer Path

Portal Query/Browse Path



IBM Spectrum Scale
Current Planned

Storage Connectors - globus.org/connectors



Globus for high assurance data management

• Restricted data handling: PHI, PII, CUI
• Security controls: NIST 800-53, 800-171 Low
• Business Associate Agreement (BAA) w/UChicago

– University of Chicago has a BAA with Amazon

• “Equivalent” UK/EU privacy contractual agreements
– e.g. to cover Data Processor requirements under GDPR



Use(r)-
appropriate 
interfaces

Globus service

GET /endpoint/go%23ep1
PUT /endpoint/vas#my_endpt
200 OK
X-Transfer-API-Version: 0.10
Content-Type: application/json
…

Web

CLI

Rest
API



Globus serves as…

A platform for building science 
gateways, web portals and 
other applications in support of 
research and education
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Example: Data repositories
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Example: Analysis services



Example: Instruments



Automating data 
flows at scale



informatics
analysis

high-throughput
experiments

problem
specification

modeling and 
simulation

analysis &
visualization

experimental
design

analysis &
visualization

Integrated
databases



Instrument Use Cases

• Advanced Photon Source
– Connectomics
– Time series spectroscopy

• Scanning Electron Microscope
– Materials science

• Cryo-electron Microscope



UChicago Kasthuri Lab: Brain aging and disease

• Construct connectomes—mapping of neuron connections
• Use APS synchrotron to rapidly image brains

~20GB/minute for large (cm2) unsectioned brains

• Generate segmented datasets/visualizations for the community
• Semi-standard reconstruction on all data across HPC resources



Advanced Photon Source

Argonne Leadership
Computing Facility

1 km
5μsec
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Argonne JLSEUChicago

Argonne 
Leadership
Computing 

FacilityAPS

Publication7

Building the connectome

Imaging1

Lab Server 1

Acquisition2

Lab Server 2

Pre-processing3 Preview/Center4

Reconstruction6Visualization8

User validation5

Science!9

Neuroanatomy 
reconstruction 
pipeline
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User Story Highlights

Sharing & 
Collaboration

Performance

Ease of 
Use

Storage 
Connectors

“We needed an easy way to share terabytes of data on a regular 
basis with dozens of researchers. Thanks to Globus sharing, it’s 
easy for us to get our researchers the data they need.”

“With Globus, our 
researchers have one less 
thing to worry about!”

“I routinely have to move 100s of gigabytes of data – Globus makes 
it easy, so I can execute these transfers with very little effort.”

“Users can quickly, effectively, and 
securely share data with their 
research community or the public.”

“Globus makes using Google 
Drive for research storage 
not only feasible but trivial.”

“[Globus for BlackPearl] let us 
archive and share petabytes in a 
convenient solution.”

Search our library of usage briefs: www.globus.org/usage-brief-library
Read our user stories: www.globus.org/user-stories

http://www.globus.org/usage-brief-library
http://www.globus.org/user-stories


Join the Globus community

• Access the service: globus.org/login
• Create a personal endpoint: globus.org/app/endpoints/create-gcp
• Documentation: docs.globus.org
• Engage: globus.org/mailing-lists
• Subscribe: globus.org/subscriptions
• Need help? support@globus.org
• Follow us:         @globus globus-org

Contact me: foster@uchicago.edu


